**SLD Strategy Services**

System Landscape Directory (SLD) is essential for a successful operation of a SAP landscape. The SLD Strategy Service will provide you a customer aligned solution by analyzing the technical and organizational requirements you need to fulfill.

**Starting Situation**
- You want to improve and optimize the data quality, redesign your current SLD configuration by considering all involved systems and meeting several criteria like availability, governance and geographic distribution
- Systems that are using the SLD (among other):
  - SAP NetWeaver Process Integration / Orchestration (PI/PO, AEX)
  - SAP NetWeaver Development Infrastructure (NWDI)
  - SAP Solution Manager
  - SAP NetWeaver Administrator (NWA)
  - Third Party

**Service Description**
- Questionnaire and analysis of the current environment
- Onsite / remote workshop
  - Deep dive into SLD architecture & technical background
  - Deep dive into customer landscape
  - Identification of optimal SLD landscape
  - Discussion of SLD landscape, operational & governance aspects
- Knowledge transfer about how the SLD works and how to design a SLD
- Determination of the to-be landscape
- Roadmap from as-is SLD landscape to the to-be SLD landscape

**Benefits**
- Improving your SLD data quality
- Reducing maintenance effort for SLDs and connected systems
- Clear separation between technical and scenario specific data
- Clear separation between design- and runtime environment
- Automation of exchanging data between SLDs and succeeding systems
- Reducing costs in maintenance and support by up to date data
- Improve the landscape data source of SAP Solution Manager

**Price**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLD Strategy Service: € 10000,-</td>
<td>Fixed price service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement 1: € 10000,- + T&amp;M Days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Services**

- SLD Strategy Service : Delivery as given in the Service Description
- Enhancement 1: Hands On Support to optimize customers SLD landscape
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